
CERT Procedures for Neighborhood Leaders/Alternates 
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If there is an obvious major disaster incident: 

1. Take care of the needs of your own household first. 
 
If CERT is activated by the Guemes Island Fire department (GIFD): 
 
The Fire Chief will activate the Phone Tree.  Please call those on the Phone Tree for 
whom you are responsible before you begin checking your area*.  Proper Phone Tree 
procedures are critical to an efficient response to a disaster. 

2. Check every residence in your designated area. 
3. Report any problems** by phone to one of the CERT Coordinators: 

 Reva Dugan 360-293-8156 
 Carol Pellett 360-291-8126 
 Barb Ohms 303-521-9094 cell, 360-298-1885 home 
 
*If a neighborhood leader is not at home, call the alternate. The alternate then calls the next contacts 
on the Phone Tree. If both the leader and the alternate are gone, move on to the next branch of the 
Phone Tree. Inform one of the CERT Coordinators (see above) about the missing leaders. A 
substitute will then be dispatched to check the residences in that neighborhood.  
 
**Problems include: injuries needing immediate attention or advanced first aid, downed power lines, 
damage to roads, damage to structures. 

 
If the phones are out, the Phone Tree will not apply and you may need to make the decision 
to self-activate. 

4. Check your designated area.  
5. Report to the nearest radio volunteer. Consult the Communications Map for the 

location of emergency radios in your area. Your report will be relayed to Net Control at 
the Fire Hall. Net Control, in turn, will alert CERT coordinators and the GIFD. 

 

Neighborhood Leaders help coordinate remediation, rescue and shelter. 
6. Once all residences in your designated area have been checked and you have 

reported problems, use your list of your area resources (compiled from Resident 
Questionnaires) to prioritize and initiate the remediation of problems. Please note that 
downed power lines are extremely dangerous and should be restored only by 
Puget Sound Energy employees. Do not assume downed lines are not live even 
if the power is out at your home. 

7. If at all possible, residents needing temporary shelter should be relocated into 
households within your neighborhood. If this is not possible, the Community Hall will 
be available as a shelter. Pets cannot be accommodated at the Hall Shelter. A list is 
available there of neighbors willing to shelter pets. 

 
It is important that you attempt to collect a Resident Questionnaire from each household in your area. 
All information provided will be kept confidential and may be used only by responders in the event of 
an emergency. A list of resources, equipment and special training can be critical for assisting 
remediation in your neighborhood. Knowledge shared about medical or special care issues will assist 
our island EMTs (Emergency Medical Technicians) in prioritizing and attending to medical needs. 


